Introduction
The Active Transportation Plan is a high-level planning exercise to develop a network
and other recommendations to make it safer and more convenient for residents to walk,
cycle and access transit within the community.

What we are asking you today
• Check out the principles for network
development (on this page) – Did we get it
right? Are we missing something?

Whether it’s your neighbour going for an evening walk, a family biking to the park,
walking down the street to the store, taking the bus to work, or children walking to
school, people use active transportation for a variety of trip types.

• For network development: start with the
Schedule 5 in the Official Plan (see handout)
which is the existing Active Transportation
Network. Compare it to the draft network map
for the Active Transportation Plan
• What opportunities are we missing?
• Does it not address any areas that it should?

The plan will propose new infrastructure and outline where improvements should be
implemented to support people walking and cycling. Some examples of improvements
are shown on the other side of this page. The plan is not about one street in particular,
but focused on how all the walking and cycling infrastructure in Brockville works as a
network.

Principles of the Network
• Continue to invest in the Brock Trail
• Improve walkability on commercial corridors
such as Parkedale Avenue
• Implement intersection and crossing
improvements
• Focus on implementing improvements around
schools

• Part of the next step is to establish short-term
vs long-term priorities. What are your top three
from the example criteria list? Are we missing
any criteria?

• Implement network in JG Broome Industrial
Park
• Walking to transit
• East-west cycling connections
• Connections to adjacent communities
• Tourism

• What is your top idea for continuing to make
the Brock Trail great?
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Cycling Network
Two network designations were developed based on the
following principles and the role that the route plays within
the cycling network:

The development of the network considered the following:

Spine Network
• Reaches all parts of the city
• Connected network
• Corresponds with destinations and where demand is
• Higher order of protection for people on bikes
• Priority for investment

•
•
•
•

Existing conditions
Schedule 5 from the Official Plan
Cycling Committee Cycling Network
Public engagement feedback

•
•
•

Level of traffic stress analysis
Live, work, play analysis
Gap analysis

Connector Network
• Helping people get to and from the spine network
• Lower priority for implementation, maintenance, and
operations

What are the most important considerations
to prioritize pieces of this network?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety
Connectivity
Usage current and anticipated
Vulnerable users
Network contribution
Cost
Maintenance
Long term management requirements
Equity (under served populations) and health benefits
Implementation feasibility and opportunity
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Types of Improvements
The following are examples of facilities to enhance pedestrian and cycling in small city environments. The photos are illustrative and
intended to be used to develop discussion on where these facilities could be implemented in Brockville.

Sidewalks

Protected Bikeway

Multi Use Path and Trails

Crossover - Signed

Buffered and Unbuffered Bike Lanes

Crossover - Signalized

Local Street Bikeway
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Facts about Laurier and Winsor

North End Network

Elements

Developing a network in North End requires extra attention to engage with
community members about how and why improvements are needed.

What We’ve Heard
• School walking groups have challenges
getting to their drop-off points
• People want an option to be able to
comfortably cycle downtown
• Concerns about speeding on the street

But if a bikeway is built:
• Concerns about loss of on-street parking (personal vehicle,
visitors, service appointments)
• Aesthetics
• Whether wide shared lanes is sufficient for cycling
• Suggestions that alternate routes are available
• Concern about number of conflicts along roadway
• Belief that there is no demand for cycling in Brockville
• Belief that safe cycling is not an issue (i.e., no reported
accidents)

Why are we having this discussion?
Overall Issues Related to the Active
Transportation Plan
•

•
•
•
•
•

Connectivity
• As part of overall city-wide network
• Local connectivity in relations to schools and
destinations
A higher quality cycling facility including
intersection treatments
Improving safety for all
Creating mobility options
Livability
Best practice

Representative Existing Cross Section

Detail

Road Type
Arterial
Posted Speed 50 km/h
Limit
85th Percentile speed is 52.5 km/h
(Laurier)
Traffic
7,000+ (Laurier)
Volumes
5,000+ (Windsor)
(AADT)
Sidewalks
Predominately one side (with boulevard)
Parking

Predominately both sides (no time
restrictions)

Widths

13-14 m (curb to curb)
~20 m (right-of-way)

Transit

Blue Bus, Evening Bus

Cycling facility selection guidance table from
Transportation Association of Canada
Geometric Design Guide (2017)

This example captures
the difference in spatial
experience on the
same segment of road
before and after a
crossing treatment to
narrow the width of the
road and the addition
of painted bike lanes
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